INTRODUCTION
Let {X1,X2, . . . . X.} be a random sample from the distribution of a continuous random variable X with known shape but unknown mean and variance. The guaranteed-coverage tolerance interval l(k* ) for X is [X -k" S, co) for lower one-sided, (-cm,~+k" Sl for upper one-sided, or [X -k" S,~+ k" S'1 for two-sided interval. The constant tolerance factor k" is defined so that with 100y~o confidence the random tolerance interval covers the proportion a of the distribution, i.e.,
Here the future X is independent of the sample statistics X and S. 
509
We focus on lower one-sided guaranteed-coverage tolerance intervals. Calculating the factor k" in the upper one-sided guaranteed-coverage toleranceinterval (-oo, X + k* S'1 is a variation of the lower one-sided problem, as discussed in Appendix A. The factor k" in the two-sided interval [X-k" S,~+k" Sl can be found by a modified algorithm.
In Section 2 we propose a new Monte Carlo algorithm for the lower one-sided guaranteed-coverage tolerance factor k* based on reformulating k* as a distribution quantile.
There algorithmic convergence speed is also discussed and compared to that of stochastic approximation. In Section 3 we study the behavior of the lower one-sided factor k* as a function of n, a,~, and distribution 
is satisfied.
This problem is to find the root k* of the equation
where the function g(k) = Prx,S{PrX{x z X -H} z a} (5) is the confidence that the interval [~-kS, co) contains at least the proportion a of the measurements.
In finding the root, three properties of g are useful:
1 Nevertheless, we always can simplify g to reformulate k* as a distribution quantile.
Monte Carlo Estimation for Guaranteed Coverage Non-Normal Tolerance Intervals 511 Step O: Set i = O.
Step 1: Independently generate a random sample {ZI, Z2,..., Zn} from the population X with any arbitrary values of p and u.
Step 2: Compute the sample mean 2 and standard deviation s from the sample.
Step
Step 4: If i < m, set i + i+l and go to Step 1.
Step and n E {2,3, ...} '(nD~,7) = -k;n,l-a,l-T).
The proof is in Appendix B.
The limiting value of k* as the sample size n goes to infinity, for given values of a and 7, is sometimes useful as a bound, as an initial guess, or as an approximation when n is large. Here we prove that if X is symmetrically distributed, then k;n,a,yl = +a,l-a,l+" Then, k&,r@ = 'k~n,l-a,l-~).
